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Introduction
Scope of the Document
This document presents the design work done on behalf of Team 4827, Machine
Vision and Autonomy Integration into an Unmanned Aerial System. It addresses the
critical design analysis needed for the success of this project. This document starts by
presenting an overview of the background and motivation for the project. After bringing
the project into context, the functional requirements of our system are specified. Then, a
high-level description of our entire system design is presented, followed by in-depth
analysis of each of our subsystems. In addition to presenting the final design
configurations of our system, the document concludes by addressing the risk and time
constraints inherent in our project and the project management strategies that will ensure
its completion by May 4th, 2011.

Changes since the Critical Design Review
The preliminary design review (PDR) evaluated three design alternatives to
meeting the functional requirements of our project. The three designs presented were:
● The optimal design where all requirements were met,
● The back-up design where all critical requirements were met but
some desired requirements were not met,
● The last resort design that represented the low-cost, simple
alternative to meeting the bare requirements.
Since these preliminary designs were presented during the PDR, the optimal
design has been improved in the following ways:
● Finalized the selection of the cameras, lenses, gimbal mount,
gimbal microcontoller, and aerodynamic viewing dome.
● An in-depth analysis of camera FOV, mounting angle, sources of
distortion, and camera calibration has been performed.
● Machine Vision conceptual algorithm development, including
feasible approaches to solving each image processing task defined
by the requirements.
● Expansion of the LAARK Toolbox software to include camera
optimization calculations.
● The development of a more detailed Bill of Materials and
Suppliers to present to our project sponsor
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● In-depth calculations for the imagery data-link from the aircraft to
the ground station.

Background
Today‟s military forces are faced with complex challenges and heightened threats
due to the high-risk nature of modern warfare. Quality surveillance and reconnaissance
devices are necessary for ensuring intelligence that ultimately saves lives and avoids
unnecessary conflict. For this reason, the military is interested in unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) for gathering intelligence by providing aerial surveillance of potential
threats or targets.
Modern UAVs range greatly in size, shape, configuration, and mission type.
Historically, UAVs were simple drones used for remote piloting of surveillance aircraft
but modern advancements have promoted technologies like autonomous control and
intelligent machine vision capabilities. These technologies have made UAVs extremely
advantageous on the battlefield and have generated new research interest in the defense,
aerospace, and computer vision industries. Consequently, many companies have become
increasingly interested in developing advanced technologies for use in unmanned aerial
systems (UAS).
Small scale UAVs {Figure 1} are generally employed for simple surveillance
missions near the battlefield. They are usually launched by hand, or with a small launch
system with little setup requirements or complex operational needs. They are used to
provide immediate intelligence about a potential threat that may be located in a region of
interest. Fully capable modern UAS offer the ability to navigate GPS waypoints
specified by the user and
provide
quality
aerial
surveillance of the threat.
Advanced systems may even
be able to recognize targets
and extract information about
their exact
geo-location,
appearance, level of threat, or
other characteristics sought by
the user. This information
then provides the operator
with a level of intelligence
and confidence sufficient to
make an effective decision or
strategic advance.
Figure 1: Small Scale UAVs
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The Association for Unmanned Aerial Systems International (AUVSI) hosts an
annual competition for university students that focuses on the development of a small
scale UAS for use in a simulated military mission. The Student Unmanned Aerial
Systems (SUAS) Competition requires student teams to design and construct a UAV
capable of autonomous GPS waypoint navigation and intelligent target recognition. The
competition aims at simulating a real military operation involving intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) objectives, air tasking orders (ATO) for departure
and arrival procedures, assigned airspace for operation, and mission tasks such as target
recognition and an area search. The 2011 AUVSI SUAS Competition will be the ninth
annual competition and will showcase advanced UAV designs from university
engineering teams across the country.

Project Scope
A company of US Marines is conducting a patrol and enters an area deemed
unsafe due to an enemy presence. To evaluate the situation the team quickly launches the
unmanned aerial system to sweep with intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
(IRS). In order to support them, the UAS will comply with the Air Tasking Order
Special Instructions for departure and arrival procedures, and remain within assigned
airspace. The UAS will be tasked to search an area for targets and may be called to
conduct immediate route reconnaissance for convoy support. While conducting IRS the
UAV will identify target location, orientation, size, color, and alphanumeric code to be
relayed to the user in real time. The company of US Marines will then take appropriate
actions on targets identified. The UAV will be retrieved after a 40-minute sweep of the
area.

Customer and Product Expectations
This project is sponsored by The University of Arizona‟s Aerial Robotics Club.
The Aerial Robotics Club combines cutting edge robotics and aerospace technologies to
design and build systems capable of performing a variety of in-air missions. The club is
within the UA Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering under the
mentorship of Prof. Dr. Hermann Fasel. Building, testing, and completing a fully
autonomous vehicle in less than one year require tremendous planning and tasking. In
order to assist in the development and completion of an Unmanned Aerial System, Team
4827 was pre-selected to design and develop the avionics subsystems needed to achieve
successful placing in the 2011 AUVSI SUAS competition. Ultimately, the completed
system, entitled LAARK (Low Altitude Aerial Reconnaissance Kit), will be integrated
into the club‟s AVATAR (Aerial Vehicle for Autonomous Target Acquisition and
Recognition) UAV platform {Figure 2}.
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Figure 2: The AVATAR UAV (Under Development)
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System Requirements
Functional Requirements
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Summary of PDR Results
Design Concepts
Summary of Design One: Optimum System Performance
●

Full System Autonomy

●

Trio of Image Processing Software 

●

MatLab Target Analysis Software 

●

Labview Integrated User Interface

Figure 3: Design One - Optimal Performance
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Summary of Design Two: Realistic System Performance
● Minimal user input for machine vision reliability 
● Bulk of image processing done in MatLab 
● User interface developed in MatLab 

Figure 4: PDR Design Two: Realistic Design Option
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Summary of Design Three: Low-Cost / Simple Design Concept
● Low cost alternative to the designs mentioned heretofore. 
● Simple “back-up” approach 
● Common approach for Radio Control aircraft 

Figure 5: PDR Design Three - Low-Cost / Simple Approach

Selected Design
Design one {Figure 3} was selected because it best meets the functional
requirements of the system and will result in the best overall performance. It is important
to note that although design one is the chosen design, it is very likely that the actualized
design will closer resemble that of design two. This is because the machine vision
algorithms may not be robust enough to ensure full system autonomy under conditions
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that may result in image distortion. In this case, it will be advantageous to provide some
user input into the system to ensure its reliability. Ideally, this user input will be minimal
and should not have a large effect on the performance of the final system.

Top-Level Design of Final Design Concept
The final design concept was adapted from the PDR concept design one {Figure
3}. One major difference between the PDR concept design and the current desing is the
adaption of an external gimbal micro-controller instead of using the Piccolo II
Autopilot‟s built in gimbal functionality. This was decided after discovering that the
gimbal control functionality of the Picollo II was optimized for Cloud Cap Technology
TASE gimbals. The MosquitIO gimbal micro-controller is a simple controller based on
an Arduino. The microcontroller receives the aircraft Euler angles from the autopilot and
corrects the gimbal orientation in order keep the cameras orthogonal to the ground while
the aircraft is maneuvering. The Mosquito gimbal is also connected to the onboard
FitPC2 computer so that angles from the Piccolo maybe triaged into the microcontroller.
This triage will be used to enable the camera into a forward-looking configuration during
autonomous takeoff and landing, or enable the camera into an autonomous search mode.
In the autonomous search mode the camera will remain orthogonal to the ground.

Figure 6: Final Design Configuration
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System Overview
The final system configuration is designed with the ultimate performance in mind
and will allow for unrestrained capabilities with the camera system, gimbal control,
onboard computer, and ground station user interface. The design features powerful,
cutting edge technology components that achieve all of the functional requirements put
forth by our sponsor. The components chosen for this design are chose through
cumulative months of research among a multitude of available technologies.

Subsystem/Subassembly and Interface Design
Piccolo II Autopilot Subsystem
The Piccolo II autopilot subsystem is industry standard and consists of the
onboard Piccolo II autopilot, the Ground Station and the Piccolo Command Center.
Waypoint navigation, override controls, flight data is commanded via the Piccolo ground
station. Transmission is sent and received over 900MHz channel to the onboard autopilot
via the ground station. The onboard autopilot module connects via RS-232 (serial port)
to the aircraft‟s onboard computer, the FitPC.
A custom autopilot data parser (“autopilot”) runs on the FitPC. This program
is run upon the kernel detection of the autopilot‟s RS-232 to USB adaptor, and is
terminated upon device removal, via a udev script that identifies adaptor serial number
and manufacture.
The programming for the Piccolo is C-based, and the flight data can be requested
from the onboard aircraft computer via the UserData class public member assessors that
are detailed in the Piccolo documentation. Among these data are the GPS location, flight
altitude, heading, pitch, roll and yaw. These datas are made available to the gimbal
controller and camera client systems via a Linux kernel-managed shared memory
segment.
Shared memory segments were chosen because they are non-blocking and
incredibly fast. The non-blocking aspect was of particular importance. In the event of a
program crash, a typical socket or pipe connection must be closed properly before
another task can utilize that connection. With a shared memory segment, the kernel
simply manages this memory segment as it does any other memory segment in its process
tree, handling multiple concurrent requests with ease and efficiency. Since the shared
memory segments are „keyed‟ to a specific file‟s inode (the inode is used to synthesize
identical memory addresses for each sharing process), shared memory segments persist
after program termination and thus are resistant to program crashes.

Onboard Camera Imaging Subsystem
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The final design features two IDS uEye LE Machine Vision cameras (UI1495LE-C) equipped with Edmund Optics Tech-Spec 4.5mm fixed focal length lenses.
The board level cameras have a resolution of 10 mega-pixels each and are controlled
using Linux drivers running on the FitPC2 onboard
computer‟s Linux platform. The cameras are positioned at
an angle optimized to provide a 120° field of view with
minimal image distortion.
The cameras are mounted onto a pan-tilt gimbal that
is controlled by an external MosquitIO (Arduino and is Javabased) gimbal micro-controller that receives aircraft attitude
from the aircraft‟s FitPC via a gimbal control program
(gimbalctl).
The gimbal control program is written in ANSI-C
and is automatically run whenever the Linux kernel
recognizes the RS-232 connection to the gimbal
microcontroller. This detection takes place via custom udev
scripts which match manufacture and serial number of the
USB devices. If at any time the gimbal device disappears,
the gimbal controller program is terminated until the device
reappears.
Positional information is received from the autopilot
data parser via a shared memory segment using a custom
datatype. The gimbal controller first checks the status
member of the datatype to see if the segment is currently
being updated. This is a custom handshake developed to
prevent using a mixture of past and current telemetry
information in the event of somewhat concurrent access.
The gimbal controller program is written in ANSI-C, and is initialized by a startup
script, pending the presence of the gimbal device. The gimbal functions to ensure the
camera system remains orthogonal to the ground and the field of view is never
compromised. Images are immediately sent via 802.11n to the ground station, and
relevant flight data (GPS, heading, pressure sensors, etc) are also sent to ground and airbased MySQL databases.
The entire imaging assembly (gimbal, cameras and lenses) is concentrically
placed within a hemispherical acrylic image dome. The round shape will ensure
aerodynamic efficiency at the nose of the aircraft and reduce drag.

Camera to Ground Subsystem
The camera to ground subsystem consists of the onboard Wifi data-link between
the FitPC2 and the groundstation access points, the ground network, Labview (human
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interface), the mirror image folder (on the ground), and the mirror database (on the
ground) of collected image data. The Wifi data-link utilizes a custom multithreaded
client-server program to push images and data to the ground for processing using the
industry standard TCP/IP protocol. Additionally, the aircraft will populate ground and
air-based MySQL databases connecting image, telemetry, and target results together.
Both the LabView and C# ground-based GUI stations, as well as the Matlab
computer vision program periodically poll the local MySQL database for the latest
additions to the image table. Upon discovery of a new image, the image is shown to the
user with the associated telemetry data, and any results delivered from computer vision.
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Figure
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The Computer Vision Software Suite
The computer vision and comprehensive target analysis will be performed by a
trio of image processing software. Upon the arrival of a new imagery, the ground-based
computers use OpenCV to perform initial correction of the received imagery. This
includes removing lens distortion and removing the image‟s keystone. Once the image is
corrected, a linear relationship exists between the spatial resolution of the pixels in the
image and the ground geospatial orientation. This is because the image has been mapped,
mathematically, from an angled image plane to the (flat) surface of the Earth. During this
stage the images are inputted into for LAARK‟s automated machine vision process.
Early into the project‟s conception and design, it was assumed that the aircraft‟s
Fit-PC would perform a “triage” operation in tandem with the ground-based machine
vision processes. Upon testing, the aircraft Fit-PC did not have sufficient processing
power and hard disk bandwidth to successfully implement this task in addition to the
other communications linkages, data storage functions, telemetry capture threads and
gimbal operation threads. Therefore, a triage of computers running Matlab is part of the
ground station‟s machine vision, performing the same operations once intended to work
between the aircraft and ground station.
Once the data have been populated to the ground station‟s database, the
automated machine vision process begins with custom Matlab scripts. Matlab‟s Image
Processing Toolbox (IPT) will be used to perform in-depth target analysis and extract the
target location, size, shape, color, alphanumeric character, and alphanumeric color.
Targets which are found in image data will be cropped and stored in another folder, while
image results will be linked in a separate database. The target analysis results, along with
the target image, will be stored in a database where they will be accessed by the Labview
and C# .NET integrated user interfaces.

Ground-based User Interfaces
LAARK‟s sensor user interfaces include a “sensor operator view” interface
written in C#, and an “intelligence view” interface written in LabView.
The sensor operator view (SOV) displays aircraft sensor information (such as
yaw, roll, and pitch) as well as the telemetry data associated with each image. This offers
a time stamp view of the raw images before they enter into the barrel and keystone
correction processes. The SOV offers the targets that were found in the machine vision
process by interfacing with the ground database. The SOV also hosts Web Brower
Objects which render the content from the ground station‟s two access points for realtime information showing antenna bandwidth and signal plots. Additionally, the SOV
host phpAdmin which gives the user access to the content in both databases if necessary
to ensure that no errors are occurring in the interface.
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LAARK‟s intelligence view (IV) displays current and past images, along with
associated telemetry just like the SOV, except that the IV shows the images after barrel
and keystone corrections are applied. In addition to this information, the IV shows
machine vision results and telemetry (both live and past) on a 3D Google Earth display,
allowing the operator to immediately determine the locations of all targets. The 3D
Google Earth display also shows no fly zones, takeoff, landing, and specific search zones
as defined in the competition rules.
Additionally, a custom QT framework interface controls the camera‟s multithreaded client, allowing the imaging process to cease during ground-based operations
and other flight tests.
Aircraft navigation is controlled by the proprietary Piccolo Command Center
(PCC) from CloudCap and this allows the pilot operator to plan and execute a flight plan.
The pilot may also re-task the aircraft to other mission objectives and monitor all
available aircraft sensors. The controller attached to the ground station interface allows
the pilot to manually override the autopilot in case of emergency. The PCC displays the
aircraft‟s position over USGS maps in both 2D overhead view and 3D elevation relief
view.

Intelligence Officer View
The Operator Intelligence GUI is primarily responsible for displaying the 20
Mpixel images, telemetry data for each particular image, and using Google Earth to show
when and where these pictures are taken relative to Webster Field. This interface uses a
Producer / Consumer Loop in Labview to continually queue various operations such as
querying the database, plotting the Avatar's flight path in real time, and controlling user
interface controls. This structure was chosen to reduce the errors that are accustomed to
typical data acquisition software. In addition to the primary Virtual Instrument (VI)
several Sub VIs were created to create more modular software. In particular, the Google
Earth Sub VI reads input from the Piccolo Autopilot Command Center logfile. This VI is
using a while loop with a nested case structure which is told to count the loop increments
and immediately quit execution. This process is used in many of the LAARK's software
implementations but is easily understood in Labview due to its graphical nature. This
empowers the software to maintain the value of each variable throughout the program
scope. It is important to note that there will be more improvements within the Operator
Intelligence to queue the Images and Telemetry data in this fashion. Currently, the data is
queried all at once which allows the operator to see everything, but the performance
could be improved.
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Figure 6.2: LAARK Intelligence View Featuring two IMAQ Image Analysis Controls

Figure 6.3: Avatar approaching the En-Route Target Search
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Figure 6.5: View of the Targets Found by LAARK as it finishes searching the Target
Area. A menu with Telemetry Data and Target Analysis displays targets as they appear in
Real Time.
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Figure 6.7: Block Diagram of the consumer loop and state machine for the state
"Previous Image". This state executes immediately after the previous image button is
clicked on the front panel.
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Figure 6.6: Block Diagram of the Producer Loop which shows the queuing of the
Previous Image State and the Image Number local variable to be decremented by 1. The
Next Button is enabled and the Previous Button is set to false to show that the button has
been pressed and it needs to return to its default state.
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Figure 6.1. Block Diagram of the WriteKML.VI which uses a while loop nested with a
case structure. Notice the Green Stop Symbol which is True for All Command cases.
This caused the VI to only execute once per iteration of the parent VI. Immediately under
it is an Increment function which is stored in a Shift Register. It is important to note that
these Shift Registers store the value of the variable throughout the entire program scope.
This is a key functionality throughout all of the LAARK User Interfaces and Embedded
Control Systems.
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Algorithm Description and Software Interfaces
Initial Image Processing
When images are initially received by the ground station they must be processed
before machine vision takes place. This processing is necessary for two reasons. One, the
images are taken through very wide-angle lenses that suffer severe barrel distortion. Two,
since the cameras are angled at ~70 degrees to the ground‟s normal, the images are
“keystoned”.

Barrel Distortion
Barrel distortion occurs for two reasons, both of which were part of our design
requirements. Wide-angle lenses create a “fish eye” effect because objects at varying
distances are mapped through the same focal-length lens onto the sensor. Furthermore,
the lens is round while the sensor is rectangular. The combination of these two effects
creates an image that is difficult for machine vision to analyze and impossible to perform
any sort of georectification.
An
example image with
barrel and keystone
distortion is shown
in Figure. 6b.

Figure 6b:
Checkerboard
pattern imaged at an
angle of 70 degrees
before any software
correction.
Using special OpenCV functions, a checkerboard image can be analyzed and the
corners automatically detected. Once this is performed, a second-order correction matrix
is formed along the basis that a line between any two corners should form a straight line.
The result of lens correction is shown in Figure 6c.

Keystone Distortion
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Simple geometric analysis will show that an image taken at an angle forces the
portions of the image at higher angles to the normal will occupy fewer pixels. The result
is an image that suffers from “keystone” distortion. By this same logic, the image of a
square will appear as a trapezoid. To correct for this, a square object (such as a
checkerboard or a
simple print of a
square) is carefully
aligned so that the
near edge is parallel
with the nearest
sensor edge.

Figure 6c. Image
after lens distortion
is removed.
Using OpenCV, two matricies can be input as correction factors. The first
contains coordinates of a shape in the original image (“src”) and the second contains the
actual spatial coordinates of the real object (“dst”).
To maintain original spatial resolution with the nearest area of the image, the
nearest (to the sensor) corners of the imaged square are maintained as the same in both
the src and dst matrices. By subtracting the y coordinates, a ∆y is determined. Since the
original object is a square (in our testing, but other shapes are possible with more
complex matrix operations), this ∆y is subtracted from the near x coordinates to
synthesize “perfect
square” destination
pixel coordinates.
This is illustrated
in Figure 6d.
Figure 6d.
Keystone matrix
transformation,
presented visually.
The lighter areas
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indicate a greater distance from the imaging sensor. As can be seen, the distance to pixel
relationship in the left src image is not constant. In the right image (dst), the pixel to
distance relationship is kept constant, allowing for easy geo-rectification.
To further illustrate the effects of keystone, the checkerboard of figures 6b and 6c
is shown below with the keystone removed. Once this process is complete, the images
are ready for LAARK‟s machine vision processes.
Figure 6e: The
checkerboard
image
shows
complete image
correction. The
lower
spatial
resolution of the
far-end
is
evident in the
apparent “fuzzy”
edges of the
checkerboard.

Machine Vision Algorithm Development
The Computer Vision Software Suite is designed to take raw images from the
camera, remove noise and distortion, stamp with GPS and aircraft attitude information,
determine if a target is present, and if so, perform in-depth analysis on the target.
This analysis includes:
● Determination of the target location,
● Orientation relative to the aircraft,
● Size,
● Shape,
● Background color,
● Alphanumeric character,
● Alphanumeric character color.
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The heart of the computer vision is the target analysis performed using Matlab‟s
Image Acquisition (IAT) and Image Processing Toolbox (IPT). The algorithm process
diagram {Figures 7} explains exactly how the machine vision process should occur.
For shape and character recognition {Figure 8} the target analysis software will
first have to generate a shape signature. This shape signature is recreated by measuring
the distance of hard edges to the centroid in a radial pattern. The resultant amplitude vs.
radian plot can be compared to other shapes to determine the correct shape.

Figure 7: Machine Vision Process one
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Figure 8: Machine Vision Process two
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Analysis
LAARK Toolbox
During the preliminary portions of this project, it became increasingly necessary
to rely on the data calculation from the perspective of the aircraft to make informed
decisions about the reliability of images captured from a camera and their use in machine
vision algorithms. Some of the main considerations to these problems were coupled
calculations such as:
●

Camera Resolution

●

Target Resolution

●

Image Size

●

Transfer Rate over the Wifi network

●

Optimal Flight time calculations

With respect to the resolution of both the camera and the target, it became
increasingly necessary to calculate the minimum number of pixels that our machine
vision algorithms would be able to use in order to effectively resolve data that a target
existed, its shape could be discerned, and alpha-numeric characters were readable. By
setting a baseline of 2500 pixels for the minimum target area, the primary target should
be resolved. This number would allow for flexibility to discern any viewable target
within the image region with a reliable safety margin of ±1000 pixels per target area.
These data were gathered from both preliminary trial tests using OpenCV
functions and the Matlab IP toolbox. Basic algorithms worked in most cases for image
sample areas that were higher than 2000 pixels.
Therefore compiling a calculated spreadsheet seemed essential and thus the
LAARK Toolbox {Appendix B} was born. Within the LAARK Toolbox the following
data can be calculated:
 The camera resolution
 The projected image angle (based on the focal length of the lens)
 The ground instantaneous field of view (GIFOV)
 The minimum target resolution
 The linear aircraft distance (for flight time optimization)
 The optimal photograph overlap (between lanes of travel and camera shots,
and camera speed considerations)
 The minimum number of photos needed to cover the linear distance
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 The minimum transfer time for data on the wifi network
 The compensation for lens error on the resolution
 The range of target resolution (based on lens error)
 The range of linear flight time (based on resolution)
 The range of transfer time on wifi (based on lens error calculations)
 And more…
The effective outcome of the LAARK Toolbox was such that the realization of
the chosen camera equipment‟s capabilities to exceed previous year‟s choices in
hardware became starkly apparent. Therefore, the projected performance should exceed
previously attempted choices for camera resolution, and the LAARK image quality
should exceed previously chosen camera selections by other teams.

Wifi Datalink
The wifi data-link is new concept with respect to the AUVSI competition. It is
also a tremendous leap from what other teams have used in previous years. Although
long range wifi transmitters are available, their popularity and demand are much lower
than short range wifi transmitters. As a result, the use of long-range transmitters in
competitive arenas is much lower. Therefore, this attempted application of hardware is a
new concept, with respect to the competition.
Our justification to use a wifi system was based tests performed by the United
States Air Force testing of long-range wifi transmitters {References 1}, as well as the
industry-standard free-space loss equation:

FSLdB  20 log10 d   20 log10 ( f )  32.45

(1)

Where d is in km, and f is the frequency in MHz. At a distance of 0.6 miles (the
maximum lateral distance predicted to be encountered at Webster Field, and a frequency
of 2407 MHz, the free-space loss comes out to 99.8 dB. With a transmission power of 22
dBm and an antenna gain of 7.2 dBi, the estimated receive signal (RSSI) is 70.6 dB. The
manufacture of the aircraft‟s Wifi transceiver (jjPlus, also a project sponsor) estimates
full bandwidth (150 mbps) at this signal level with a 7 dB headroom until performance
degrades.
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As will be discussed in the Testing section, this was not realizable. In practice,
there was an additional 2 to 7 dB of loss, and the bandwidth that was realizable at these
signals was significantly less than expected.
Due to this additional loss, it was decided to use jpeg to compress the images and
thus cut down on the bandwidth requirements. Additionally, the aircraft antenna was
designed for maximum radiation in the low angles that will be encountered at the
competition.
Using the basic free loss equation as stated above (Eq. 1), and the simple
trigonometric relationship between distance and radiation angle, a polar plot of the
“ideal” antenna was formed:

Figure 9: Ideal antenna pattern for aircraft
Based on Fig. 9, the maximum gain is needed in the lowest angles. Since the
antenna must survive aircraft use, a survey of unloaded (ie, wire) antennas was
conducted. The simple 1/4 λ vertical was chosen, because with λ = 12 cm, it is possible to
obtain a nearly perfect ground in the near-field, thus yeilding a pattern as shown in Fig.
10.
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Figure 10: Polar radiation pattern for an ideal 1/4 λ vertical over perfect ground (NEC
3.0 used to simulate)
The antenna was constructed using a 12-cm radius aluminum plate (1mm thick)
with an N-type coaxial connector placed in the center, with a ~3cm 12-AWG wire
connected to the center pin as the vertical radiator. In the testing section, the results of a
return loss test are presented that were part of this design process.
For the ground station, a “keyhole” pattern was constructed in order to cover the
far end of the field and the takeoff area. This was done using a Ubiquiti Wireless Bullet
M2 with a Comet SF-245W vertical antenna as the omnidirectional access point, and a
Ubiquiti Nanostation M2 as the sector portion (ie, wedge). See figure 10.
To facilitate roaming between the two access points, a custom roaming algorithm
was devised. First, the “iw” Linux wireless command was modified to output wireless
scan data in easily-parsable column format. Data from this scan was then put into a shell
script. The shell script looks for the highest signal matching a set of rules (frequency and
SSID). If the strongest signal is currently not associated with, the script will compare the
current RSSI with the RSSI of the strongest received AP. If the difference is greater than
a set threshold, a handoff is initiated. Should the handoff fail, the aircraft will revert to
the previously used AP. Any decisions made by this program are logged into
/var/log/wifi.log where it may be studied during missions and after.
Another important aspect of wifi equipment is band crowding. Band crowding
occurs when multiple users and devices attempt to share a given spectrum. On 802.11,
these devices may include baby monitors, video surveillance equipment, and of course,
computers and access points.
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Figure 11. Coverage between the omnidirectional AP (blue) and sector AP (green).
Airfield shown is Webster Field where the competition will take place.
Problems that may be encountered include increased link delay, loss of signal, and
diminished bandwidth. To alleviate these concerns, the Linux wifi subsystem, kernel, and
regulatory domain enforcement was modified to allow for a frequency-agile wifi system.
First, a custom 802.11 regulatory domain was created and self-signed. This
certificate and the domain were compiled into a custom crda. Next, the wifi driver
(ath9k from Atheros) channel data structure was modified to include custom channel
definitions. Lastly, the kernel module was installed into the 2.6.37 kernel as a module.
This procedure is detailed in the Appendix.
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Development Plan and Implementation
Overview
LAARK was created with the work of several people, all of which had busy
schedules and other obligations. To facilitate rapid development, several key decisions
were made early on.
First, it was decided that the ability to “work from home” was essential. The
University‟s IT department created a hole in the firewall to allow incoming SSH
connections.
Second, the team‟s electronic documentation notebook (EDN) was created using
GoogleSites. This “living document” allows for discussions, timelines, attachments, and
how-to guides. This quickly evolved into a very effective means of communication and a
“one stop shop” for any technical information.
The team‟s EDN also contains hotlinks allowing instant communication via
GoogleVoice (or Skype with the Skype Toolbar installed).

Milestones
As LAARK developed, several key milestones were met early on. These include
gimbal control from the aircraft computer, successful use of shared memory, and
frequency-agile wifi datalink.
Additionally, several tests were conducted early on to characterize the
performance of the cameras. These included installing the OEM “demo” software that
allowed camera parameters to be tweaked with live view. The results from these early
tests helped shape the ending camera client software.
Early machine vision code was developed that created a shape “signature” for
each shape and then compared these databased signatures with a live camera signature to
determine likely shape candidates. As the team moved on towards more complex target
analysis, it was decided to perform mathematical “correlation” between images and
compare the magnitudes of the correlation coefficients. Later work included wifi
roaming, high-speed autopilot data parsing, and a multithreaded camera client.
Some of the last developments include an intelligent device-to-application
watchdog that disables programs based on device availability, a more intelligent camera
client that utilizes an in-ram queue, and fully-functioning MySQL databases, populated
with telemetry, image, and target analysis results. This enabled the development of two
separate GUIs on the ground station, both of which had access to telemetry and images.
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The last task completed was building a fully-functioning demo for Design Day.
This demo included a mock-up fuselage complete with batteries, cameras, gimbal,
microcontroller, fit-pc, and autopilot. This mock-up connected to the ground station
where a set of mock targets were analyzed on the fly, and a report was printed out for
Design Day judges. This portion of the project was completed approximately 4 hours
before setup time, and was no-doubt a compelling factor in the team‟s ultimate success
in receiving the College of Engineering‟s “Best Overall Design, 1st place” award.

Implementation
The final implementation of LAARK very closely matches the envisioned design
as released in the CDR. For demonstration purposes and for the purpose of integration
into the AVATAR aircraft, LAARK‟s air-based systems were wired to a single 11.1 volt
3 cell LiPo battery. The system, as demonstrated on Design Day, is shown in Fig. 12.
With the exception of the gimbal, which uses 5 volt servos, all the systems onboard
function fine with voltages between 8 and 15 volts DC.
For the gimbal, a typical hobby servo switching step-down converter was used as
is common in “RC” aircraft applications. Battery connections were made via “Deans
Ultra” connectors,
as shown in Figure
13.

Figure 12.
Mockup fuselage for
LAARK as shown
on Design Day. The
mockup is an exact,
full-scale replica of
the actual AVATAR
fuselage, created in
the same mold as
the real fuselage.
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Figure 13: Ultra Deans connectors as used to
connect LAARK to typical RC aircraft batteries.
The AVATAR aircraft, our target platform
for full-scale integration, is shown in Figure 14.
The design, as shown in the mock fuselage
(Figure 12), fits comfortably within the actual
AVATAR. Once flight testing is complete, the
two will be integrated and more extensive
reliability.

Figure 14: The AVATAR aircraft ready for integration with LAARK. The top
cover, shown with sponsor logos, is removable and houses the avionics payload and
flight batteries.
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At Design Day, the team successfully demonstrated LAARK‟s entire system,
including the IMU-controlled gimbal, cameras, wifi, OpenCV barrel and keystone
correction, machine vision target detection, as well as two GUIs and a navigation system.
The results of this demonstration are shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15: The LAARK team, receiving the “Best Overall Design, First Place” award
from the College of Engineering. The award sponsor was BAE Systems.
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Budget and Suppliers
Budget description
The budget for the equipment required to produce LAARK comes from three
sources:
1. The Engineering Department,
2. Dr. Fasel‟s Fluid Dynamics Lab,
3. Company donations.
Each group in the 2010 Senior Capstone (ENGR-498) course is allocated three
thousand dollars for parts via the Department of Engineering. Additional funds from Dr.
Fasel‟s lab, which is justified by the intended post-competition research use of the
aircraft, will cover the majority of the project. Lastly, equipment donated from
sponsoring organizations and companies helps round the bill.

Bill of Materials
As shown in Table 4 (budget big view.xls), the project's budget can be broken
down into several functional categories. Due to the high cost of this project, most parts
will be ordered using money from Dr. Fassel's Fluid Dynamics Lab. Exceptions to this
are listed in context.
System:
In-Air:
Guidance:
Machine Vision:
Image Acquisition:
Computer and Datalink:
Misc
Ground Station:
Flight/Guidance System:
Machine Vision:
Communications:
Computers:

Price:

Total System Cost:

Sub-System Total:
$
11,412.68

$

7,500.00

$
$
$

2,571.88
1,300.00
40.80

$

9,450.00

$
$

367.84
3,350.00

$

24,580.52

$

3,912.68

$

13,167.84

$

3,717.84

In-Air Budget:
The guidance and flight control system on board the aircraft is CloudCap
Technologies' Piccolo II. This single component provides complete control of all aircraft
flight servos, and performs GPS waypoint navigation in cooperation with the ground
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station over 900 MHz radio link. By far the most expensive component of the aircraft
electronics, the piccolo II costs $7,500.
Machine Vision sub-systems include the image acquisition hardware and the onboard computer. Images will be acquired via a pair of IDS UI-1495LE-C ($938.00 each,
discounted) utilizing two Edmund Optics fixed-focal lenses ($280.25 each, discounted).
These cameras will view the ground via an Acrylic Display Dome (also from Edmund
Optics, discounted to $50.83). Because the dome may cause distortion, a lens spacer kit
has also been ordered from Edmund Optics ($84.55, discounted).
To control the position of the cameras (and maintain system orthogonality), a
pan/tilt servo kit from Trossen Robotics (RK-PT-400, $28.45) will be used in conjunction
with a MosquitIO controller board ($39.95).
The images will be stored and sent to the ground via the on-board computer,
CompuLab's Fit-PC2 ($495 each, two ordered using Engineering budget). The Fit-PC2
will utilize a solid-state hard drive from Ozark Technologies (OCZ Agility 2, $130.00
each). These images will be sent to the ground station using donated ExpressRange2
high-powered Wifi cards from jjPlus (valued at $89.00 each). Powering the system will
be two RC-Hobby LiPoMax batteries, costing $85.00 each.
The total In-Air Budget is $11,412. This includes some miscellaneous parts such
as wires and cables ($40) and wifi antenna ($10).
Ground-Station Budget:
The Ground station consists of hardware dedicated to the flight and guidance
systems, and a machine vision system with user interface.
The guidance system features the companion product to the Piccolo II, CloudCap
Technologies Piccolo Ground Station with accompanying navigation software. The
Piccolo Ground Station costs $8,500 with software included. To control and monitor the
aircraft, a standard Microsoft Windows PC will be used at a cost of $950.
For Machine Vision on the ground, an extensive communications system has been
designed to guarantee adequate reception of the aircraft's Wifi signal. This system
includes a sector-antenna access point (Ubiquiti Wireless Nanostation M2, $89.95), an
omni-directional antenna (Comet Antenna's SF-245W) with high-powered access point
(Ubiquiti Wireless Bullet M2-HP, $19.95) and power supply (Ubiquiti Wireless POE15), and mounting hardware (brackets and tripods, $45.00). These Wifi APs connect to a
generic network switch ($50.00) which also connects the ground station's computers
together utilizing standard Cat-5 RJ-45-terminated Ethernet cables ($20.00 for ten).
To perform machine vision, two high-performance PCs running Linux will be
used at a cost of $1200 each. Running the user interface will be another generic PC
costing $950. The total cost of the ground-station is $12,267.84.
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Total Budget
The project's total equipment budget is $24,580.52. This data is shown in the
following table:
Item
In-Air:
Guidance:
Piccolo II
Machine Vision:
Image Acquisition:
10 MP Camera
4.5mm Lens
Lens spacer kit
Pan / Tilt Servo Set
Servo Microcontroller
Acrylic Display Dome
Computer and Datalink:
Fit-PC (Onboard PC)
Solid-State HD for FitPC
Batteries
miniPCI Wifi Card
Wifi Antenna
Misc
Misc Cables
Wiring
Zip ties
Ground Station:
Flight/Guidance System:
Piccolo Ground Stat
w/software
Windows PC for Piccolo
Machine Vision:
Communications:
Omni-Directional Access
Point
Omni-Directional Antenna
Power over Ethernet
Supply
Sector AP with Antenna
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Units

Unit Price

Total Price Paid

1

$

7,500.00 $

7,500.00

2
2
1
1
1
1

$
$
$

$

938.00 $
280.25 $
84.55 $
$
$
50.83 $

1,876.00
560.50
84.55
50.83

2

$

495.00 $

990.00

1
2
1
1

$
$
$
$

130.00
85.00
10.00

$
$
$
$

130.00
170.00
10.00

4
1
8

$
$
$

5.00 $
20.00 $
0.10 $

20.00
20.00
0.80

1
1

$
$

8,500.00 $
950.00 $

8,500.00
950.00

1
1

$
$

79.99 $
39.95 $

79.99
39.95

1

$
$

12.95 $
89.95 $

12.95
89.95
42

Tripods
Mounting Hardware
Network Switch
Cat-5 RJ-45 Cables
Computers:
High-Performance
computers
User-Interface computer
Grand Total:

2
2
1
10

$
$
$
$

20.00
5.00
50.00
2.00

$
$
$
$

40.00
5.00
50.00
50.00

2
1

$
$

1,200.00 $
950.00 $

2,400.00
950.00

$

24,580.52

However, it should be noted that due to donations and discounts, the actual out of
pocket cost was $5,783.34.
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Requirements Review
In review of the requirements for the LAARK final design and results it is
important to ensure that each sub-system meets its set of predetermined requirements.
The system as a whole also needs to meet overall resource requirements that are highly
constrained due to the weight capabilities of the aerial vehicle. Final design specifications
were shown to be sensitive during trade off studies and thus it is critical that all
requirements are met to ensure success of the final system.

Camera System
Status

Requirements

Met

120° Field of View (FOV)

Met

Frames Per Second (FPS) exceeds GIFOV

Met

USB or Ethernet compatible

Met

Linux drivers

On-board Computer
Status

Requirements

Met

Small Form Factor

Met

Processor speed exceeds 1.5GHz and has Mini-PCIx

Met

Over 80GB of on-board storage

Met

Expandable

Telemetry
Status

Requirements

Met

Reliable transmission within one mile radius

Met

Form factor compatible with on-board PC

Met

Linux drivers

Met

Bandwidth exceeds or equals 10Mbps
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Overall System
Status

Requirements

Met

Mission can be performed within 30 minutes

Met

System weight less than 3lbs

Met

System power consumption less than 15W

In summary the final design of the LAARK system successfully meets all design
requirements. All calculations are performed in the LAARK Toolbox. (Appendix B)
1. The 120 degree FOV requirement was confirmed for the 4.5mm focal point
lens with a ½ inch sensor using the LAARK Toolbox.
2. The camera selected has the capability to capture 3 FPS that will allow for
redundant imagery coverage at the fastest possible aircraft speed.
3. Fit-PC has a small form factor with high performance specifications
4. Wifi card is exceeds range and bandwidth requirements
5. System weight is estimated around 2.75lbs with 13.45W of power
consumption
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Risk Analysis and Mitigation Plan
Risk analysis is performed to identify causes that could inflict the most damage to
the overall success of the final system. Risk is defined by the product of the severity and
likelihood of an event.


RISK = SEVERITY * LIKELIHOOD

Events that have the highest risk factor should be given the most consideration
and effort towards mitigation.

Risk

Severity

Likelihood

Risk Factor

Optical Dome Disturbance

0.60

0.30

0.18

Data Link is Unreliable

0.40

0.20

0.08

Computer system is not stable
for more than one hour

0.80

0.30

0.24

Physical Crash

0.75

0.20

0.15

Data Loss

0.10

0.50

0.05

Severity was evaluated by the total effect on system requirements an event would
have. Computer system stability would have a broad range of effect on the system as a
whole, if the system were to crash mid-flight all data could be lost and no targets would
be acquired leading to complete mission failure.

Mitigation plans in order of highest risk factor
Computer stability mitigation


Watchdog functions will be developed to detect system lock up and reboot the
system



Manual override and autopilot functions will be separate from the on-board
computer system so that crashes will be independent



Iterative testing during development phases to detect and fix bugs before
flight tests
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Optical dome disturbance mitigation
 The optical dome will shift the focal point of the lens by an unknown amount,
a spacer kit will be used to shift the focal point back to its specification based
upon measurement
 Optical disturbance will be measured and adjusted through OpenCV
functional transforms
Physical crash


Initial tests will be performed in a full sized piloted aircraft thus reducing
likelihood of a physical crash to a negligible amount



Flight test on the UAV will be scaled so that limited equipment is on-board so
that in event of a crash less components have the opportunity to be damaged



The Fit-PC has a lead time of 6-8 weeks and would extend the project
deadline past design day if damaged during testing; two were ordered initially
so that a backup is on-hand

Data-link is unreliable


Databases will be kept on-board and on the ground station



Triage function will be developed so that only crucial data needs to be
transferred thus data reliability is less crucial for the system to meet
requirements

Data loss


Redundancy will be built into data collection so that if some imagery is lost it
would require multiple independent events to completely loose data of a
searched area
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Project Management
The LAARK project is heavily software oriented and therefore a priority
of the development can be accomplished, simulated, and tested before hardware is
acquired. For the development phase of the project the system has been divided into the
on-board system, ground system and testing.

On-Board Tasking
The on-board system is divided into each of its components and given tasks that
need to be accomplished. Tasks that can only be accomplished with hardware are given
predecessors to the arrival of specific components. Tasks are prioritized based upon risk;
the higher the risk the higher the priority, it is better to figure out that a risky task needs
to be mitigated sooner so that appropriate changes can be made.
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Ground Station Tasking
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Test Tasking
Simulations have been tasked to be iterative throughout the development phase of
the project. Testing is still accomplished within smaller tasks but as larger sections finish
development full simulations will allow for the discovery of system wide bugs.

It can be seen that each section of the development phase will take
approximately a month of work time to accomplish. With the dynamics of team there are
plenty of resources available so that tasks will be able to be accomplished in parallel.
With this we see the reduction to final system test able to be accomplished by early
February.
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Conclusion
LAARK‟s ultimate and overall success will be determined at the 2011 AUVSI
competition. The initial results from test data are promising and as all system
requirements have been met, the possibility of placement looks probable. Further
challenges to be addressed include the complete integration of LAARK onto the
AVATAR aircraft. Once this is completed, extensive long-range testing will begin for the
remote navigation, image data link, and image resolution.
There is no doubt that the product of this team‟s design will live on well beyond
the intended competition. Future groups will likely address such issues as onboard
computational speed, manual gimbal re-tasking, using hardware accelerators and other
sensors, and perhaps MiMo wifi. LAARK has been the highest possible learning
experience for all involved, and the team is very grateful for the experience. The team is
also honored to represent the University of Arizona Aerial Robotics Club in this year‟s
competition.
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Appendix A – 2011 AUVSI SUAS Competition Rules
http://65.210.16.57/studentcomp2010/rules/2010RFP20090824_updated.pdf
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Appendix B – The LAARK Toolbox
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Appendix C – Client – Server Source Code
/*
* File:

ThreadSend.cpp

* Author: laark-user
*
* Created on March 6, 2011, 5:09 PM
*/

#include "ThreadSend.h"
#include <QDateTime>
#include <QDebug>
//#include <highgui.h>
//using namespace cv;
using namespace std;

ThreadSend::ThreadSend(IDScamera* cam1,IDScamera* cam2,
QList<QByteArray>* filenames,QList<QString>* names, bool * run,
PictureTimer* time) {
this->cam = *cam1;
this->cam2 = *cam2;
this->running = run;
this->count = 0;
this->count2=0;
this->filenames = filenames;
this->names = names;
pic.setup(cam1,this->running,&this->a2,&this->count,time);
pic2.setup(cam2,this->running,&this->a2,&this->count,time);
//Database Parameters
QString host = "10.0.2.106";
QString database = "laarkdb";
QString username = "here";
QString password = "laark4u";
QString name = "localdb"+QString::number(cam.hCam);
qDebug() << name;
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int portdb = 3306;

if(ldb.connect(name,host,database,portdb,username,password))
{
qDebug("Connected");

}

}
void ThreadSend::doOne()
{
this->image = pic.images.at(a2);
this->tstamp = pic.tstamplist.at(a2);
if (a2 < 4) {
a2++;
} else {
a2 = 0;
}
count++;
if (this->count > pic.success - 5) {
pic.waitOnWrite.wakeAll();
}
pic.mutex.unlock();
this->side = "l";
this->name = side + QString::number(cam.hCam) + "num" +
QString::number(this->count) + ".jpg";
ldb.PutTelemetryLeft(this->tstamp);
ldb.PutImages("left", name, this->tstamp.time, this->count, 0);
qDebug() << "Name: " + QString::number(swap, 10) << name << " Time:
" << this->tstamp.time << " SAVED: " << this->count << " SUCCESSFUL: "
<< pic.success << "FAILED: " << pic.fail;
}
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void ThreadSend::doTwo() {
this->image = pic2.images.at(location2);
this->tstamp = pic2.tstamplist.at(location2);
if (location2 < 4) {
location2++;
} else {
location2 = 0;
}
count2++;

if (this->count2 > pic2.success - 5) {
pic2.waitOnWrite.wakeAll();
}
pic2.mutex.unlock();

this->side = "r";
this->name = side + QString::number(cam2.hCam) + "num" +
QString::number(this->count2) + ".jpg";
ldb.PutTelemetryRight(this->tstamp);
ldb.PutImages("right", name, this->tstamp.time, this->count2, 0);
qDebug() << "Name: " + QString::number(swap, 10) << name << " Time:
" << this->tstamp.time << " SAVED: " << this->count2 << " SUCCESSFUL: "
<< pic2.success << "FAILED: " << pic2.fail;
}

void ThreadSend::run() {

swap=1;
pic.start(QThread::NormalPriority);
pic2.start(QThread::NormalPriority);
a2 = 0;
location2 = 0;
QTime time;
while(*running)
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{
while ((pic.images.isEmpty() != TRUE || pic2.images.isEmpty() !=
TRUE) && *running == TRUE)
{

time.start();

if(this->count == pic.success && this->count2 == pic2.success)
{
pic.waitOnRead.wait(&pic.mutex);
}

if(swap == 1)
{
pic.mutex.lock();
if(this->count == pic.success)
{
pic.mutex.unlock();
pic2.mutex.lock();
doTwo();
}else
{
doOne();
swap = 2;
}

}else
{
pic2.mutex.lock();
if(this->count2 == pic2.success)
{
pic2.mutex.unlock();
pic.mutex.lock();
doOne();
}else
{
doTwo();
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swap = 1;
}
}

QByteArray timage;// = new QByteArray;
QBuffer temp(&timage);
temp.open(QIODevice::WriteOnly);

qDebug() << "locked time: " << time.restart();
if(this->image.save(&temp,"JPG",100))
{
//this->count++;
}
//if (this->image.save("/images/" + name, 0, 100)) {
//

this->count = this->count + 1;

//}

qDebug() << "Save time: " << time.restart();
filenames->append(timage);
names->append(name);

}

pic.mutex.unlock();
pic2.mutex.unlock();
pic.waitOnWrite.wakeAll();
pic2.waitOnWrite.wakeAll();
usleep(1000);
}

}
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//void ThreadSend::save(shmData::timestamp stamp)
/*{
QTime time;
time.start();

this->image = QImage(QSize(cam.m_nSizeX, cam.m_nSizeY),
QImage::Format_RGB32);
//this->count = this->count + cam.capture(); //Capture an image and
increase the count if it was a success
this->frames.append(cam.m_pcImageMemory);
this->ids.append(cam.m_lMemoryId);

char *pLast = NULL;
char *pMem = NULL;
int dummy = 0;
is_GetActSeqBuf(cam.hCam, &dummy, &pMem, &pLast);
is_LockSeqBuf(cam.hCam, frames.indexOf(pLast),
frames.at(frames.indexOf(pLast))); //lock mem and store to image

memcpy(this->image.bits(), frames.at(0), cam.m_nSizeX *
cam.m_nSizeY * 4);
is_UnlockSeqBuf(cam.hCam, frames.indexOf(pLast),
frames.at(frames.indexOf(pLast)));
//this->image = IDSimage;
QString side;
if(cam.hCam == 1)
{
side ="l";
}else
{
side = "r";
}
QString name = side + QString::number(cam.hCam) + "num" +
QString::number(this->count) + ".jpeg";
time.start();
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if(this->image.save("/images/"+name,0,100))
{this->count = this->count + 1;}
qDebug() << "Time: to save" << time.elapsed();;
filenames->append(name);
ldb.PutTelemetry(stamp);
if(cam.hCam == 1)
{
ldb.PutImages("left",name,stamp.time,count,0);
}else
{
ldb.PutImages("right",name,stamp.time,count,0);
}
//qDebug() << "Filenames Length:" << filenames->length();

//"/home/laark-user/Desktop/pics/"
//qDebug() << filenames;

//

if(!IDSimage.isNull())

//

{//IDSimage.save(filenames ,0,100);}

//

}

//

else

//

{qDebug() << "is null";}

//

qDebug() <<

"size of IDSimage: " << IDSimage.byteCount();

//std::ifstream file("/img.jpg");
//QBuffer data;
//data.read(frames.at(0), cam.m_nSizeX * cam.m_nSizeY * 3);
/*IplImage m;
m.nChannels = 3;
m.imageData = frames.at(0);
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m.depth = IPL_DEPTH_8U;
m.imageId = 0;
m.imageSize = cam.m_nSizeX * cam.m_nSizeY * 3;
m.roi = NULL;
m.width = cam.m_nSizeX;
m.height = cam.m_nSizeY;
m.origin = 0;
*/

//CvSize size;
//size.height = cam.m_nSizeY;
//size.width = cam.m_nSizeX;

//IplImage * mp =cvLoadImage("/home/laark-user/Desktop/img.jpg");
/* IplImage * mp = cvCreateImage(size,IPL_DEPTH_8U, 3);
mp->imageData = frames.at(0);
mp->imageDataOrigin = 0;

cvSaveImage("/home/laark-user/Desktop/test.png"

,mp);

cvReleaseImage(&mp);*/
// Mat matrixjpg = imdecode(mp,1);

//if(is_ClearSequence(cam.hCam)==IS_SUCCESS)
// {qDebug("ClearSequence");}

//SendImage s(this->address, this->port);
//SendImage s = &this->s;

//this->s.send(IDSimage, this->name);
/*
this->frames.clear();
this->ids.clear();
if(this->count == 50)
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{sleep(99999);}
}*/

ThreadSend::~ThreadSend()
{
qDebug("ThreadSend Deconstructor");
ldb.db.close();
}
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Appendix D – Keystone removal code
// Usage: warp <image>
// based on Learning OpenCV, page 170-171.
// LAARK
// © 2011, Elliott H. Liggett (principle author) and Team LAARK

#include <cv.h>
#include <highgui.h>

#include <stdio.h>
// Brings the image to the full right side. Higher numbers go further
to the right.
// Use even numbers incase we are dividing by two..
// move the image 1250 to the right
#define XOFFSET 1250
// move the image 2800 down. Also build buffer to increase +YOFFSET*2
#define YOFFSET

2800

// increase the buffer. Make sure to move the image by
XINCREASE+XOFFSET.
#define XINCREASE 500

int main(int argc, char** argv) {
CvPoint2D32f srcQuad[4], dstQuad[4];
CvMat*

warp_matrix = cvCreateMat(3,3,CV_32FC1);

IplImage

*src;

printf("Loading %s...\n", argv[1]);
if( argc == 2 && ((src=cvLoadImage(argv[1],1)) != 0 )) {
// dst = cvCloneImage(src);
// dst->origin = src->origin;
// cvZero(dst);
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IplImage
*dst = cvCreateImage(cvSize(src>width+XINCREASE, src->height+(YOFFSET*2)), src->depth, src>nChannels);

printf("Processing %s, an %dx%d image with %d channels\n",
argv[1], src->height, src->width, src->nChannels);
printf("Saved image will be %dx%d.\n", dst->height, dst>width);
// perfect rectangle: the "destination"
// keep the aspect ratio the same as the source image
// optionally squeeze it down.
dstQuad[0].x

= 1040+XOFFSET+XINCREASE;

dstQuad[0].y

= 632+YOFFSET;

dstQuad[1].x

= 3312+XOFFSET+XINCREASE;

dstQuad[1].y =
dstQuad[2].x
dstQuad[2].y =
dstQuad[3].x
dstQuad[3].y =

//dst Top left

//dst Top right

632+YOFFSET;
= 1040+XOFFSET+XINCREASE;

//dst Bottom left

3144+YOFFSET;
= 3312+XOFFSET+XINCREASE;

//dst Bot right

3144+YOFFSET;

// messy world: the "source"
// These should be the (exact) coordinates of a real
rectangle
// from an image that has had the lens distortion already
removed.
srcQuad[0].x

= 1056; //src

srcQuad[0].y

= 1160;

srcQuad[1].x

= 3312; //src

srcQuad[1].y =
srcQuad[2].x
srcQuad[2].y =
srcQuad[3].x
srcQuad[3].y =

Top left

Top right

632;
= 1200; //src

Bottom left

2568;
= 3312; //src

Bot right

3144;

// cvGetPerspectiveTransform( srcpts, dstpts,
returnwarpmatrix);
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cvGetPerspectiveTransform(
srcQuad,
dstQuad,
warp_matrix
);

// START HERE once you have the matricies:
cvWarpPerspective( src, dst, warp_matrix ); // that's
it really.

printf("Done! Saving...\n");
if (!cvSaveImage("undone_plus_500.png", dst)){
printf("Ut oh, I couldn't save the image, sorry
about that.\n");
}
#ifdef GUI
cvNamedWindow( "Perspective_Warp", 1 );
cvShowImage( "Perspective_Warp", dst );
cvWaitKey();
#endif
cvReleaseImage(&dst);
} else {
printf("Something is wrong with the specified command line
arguments. I only accept a single image filename at at time.\n");
cvReleaseMat(&warp_matrix);
exit(1);
}

// cvReleaseImage(&dst);
cvReleaseMat(&warp_matrix);
return 0;
}
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Appendix E — Barrel distortion removal code
// based on http://www.cs.iit.edu/~agam/cs512/lect-notes/opencv-intro/opencv-intro.html
// undistort from: http://dasl.mem.drexel.edu/~noahKuntz/openCVTut10.html
// To compile, follow: http://opencv.willowgarage.com/wiki/CompileOpenCVUsingLinux
// specifically, g++ `pkg-config --cflags --libs opencv` -o my-opencv-prgm my-opencv-prgm.c
// compression level: http://stackoverflow.com/questions/801054/opencv-cvsaveimage-jpeg-compression-factor
//

READ BELOW TO SEE WHAT THIS DOES:

////////

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/
// This program reads two xml files, Distortion.xml and Intrinsic.xml
// for distortion and camera model information.
// Before correcting for the distortion, it adds enough "buffer space"
// around the image so that no FOV is lost in the transform.
// The result is saved as processedimage.png
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Copyright 2011 Elliott H. Liggett (principle author) and Team LAARK
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <math.h>

// #define GUI
// For OpenCV: (not sure if we need highgui.h always)
#include <cv.h>
#include <highgui.h>

int
main (int argc, char *argv[]) {

// Parse out the arguments (arg0 = program name, arg1 = file to
open)
if (argc < 2)
{
printf ("Usage: main <image-file-name>\n\7");
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exit (1);
}

// load an image
IplImage *img = 0;
img = cvLoadImage (argv[1], 3);
if (!img) {
printf ("Could not load image file: %s\n", argv[1]);
exit (1);
}

printf ("Processing %s, an %dx%d image with %d channels\n",
argv[1], img->height, img->width,
img->nChannels);

// Prepare a border to go around the image:
// get the size of the border: (to be used twice hince 0.1 rather
than 0.2).
// change to img->width, img->height, and end the silliness.
int edgehz=img->width*0.2;
int edgevt=img->height*0.2;
CvPoint offset = cvPoint(edgehz, edgevt);

// Copy the image, put a border around it, and clone the image:
IplImage* img_b = cvCreateImage(cvSize(img->width*1.4, img>height*1.4), img->depth, img->nChannels);
cvCopyMakeBorder(img, img_b, offset, IPL_BORDER_CONSTANT); //
puts loaded image (img) into new image space (img_b) such that there is
a border around it.
IplImage* imgundist = cvCloneImage(img_b);
the new image will go.

// This is where

// This could be a separate program right here:
// Load in the matricies and make a correction map:
CvMat *intrinsic = (CvMat*)cvLoad( "Intrinsics.xml" );
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CvMat *distortion = (CvMat*)cvLoad( "Distortion.xml" );
// Michael, you'll have to either hard-code or pass as an argumet
// the size of the images with the borders
// so that the resulting map will work.
// note size of imgundist = size of img_b, but not equal to size
of img.
IplImage* mapx = cvCreateImage( cvGetSize( img_b ),
IPL_DEPTH_32F, 1 );
IplImage* mapy = cvCreateImage( cvGetSize( img_b ),
IPL_DEPTH_32F, 1 );
cvInitUndistortMap( intrinsic, distortion, mapx, mapy );
// here is some pseudo code Michael:
// fullmap mapxy = [mapx mapy];
// return mapxy
// now the map has been determined.
// end "separate program"

#ifdef GUI //make two windows if we are in gui-mode
cvNamedWindow( "Original" );
cvNamedWindow( "Undistorted" );
#endif

// START HERE once you have the matrix:
// Here is where the undistortion (magic) happens:
cvRemap( img_b, imgundist, mapx, mapy); // undistort the image:
src, dest, mapx, mapy

#ifdef GUI // show the results if we are in gui-mode
cvShowImage( "Original", img_b ); // Show raw image with extra
buffer space around it
cvShowImage( "Undistorted", imgundist); //show the undistoted
image
cvWaitKey(0); // Pause, waiting for any key from the gui window
#endif

// The following code sets the JPEG quality
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int p[3];
p[0] = CV_IMWRITE_JPEG_QUALITY;
p[1] = 50; //0 to 100, this is the "quality" setting. Larger is
larger files that look better.
p[2] = 0; //no idea

// SAVE the image in pointer "img" to filename
processedimage.jpg, extentions matter!:
// we should probably make a convention where the old file name
is re-used, but a string
// is appended, like "Lcamimg01-processed.jpg"
// it might also make sense to put it somewhere else too (ie:
z:\images\processed\)
// The library could take a filename as an argument and a
"suffix" argument (-processed in this case)
//
char outname[1024];
strcpy(outname,argv[1]);
strcat(outname,"-processed.png");
if(!cvSaveImage (outname, imgundist, p)) {
printf ("Could not save! Ut oh! What do we do now...\n");
cvReleaseImage (&img);
cvReleaseImage (&imgundist);
exit(1);
}

// release the image
cvReleaseImage (&img);
cvReleaseImage (&imgundist);
return 0;
}

Appendix F — Autopilot Source Code
This code is protected under ITAR and may not be released.
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Appendix G— Official Electronic Engineering Notebook
https://sites.google.com/a/email.arizona.edu/uavseniordesign/

(Contains source code, design notes, meeting minutes, contacts, development timeline,
and more)
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